Title: Global Supply Chain -- 1-year Intern (2020 graduates prefer)

At Hewlett Packard Enterprise we’re creating a world where everything computes, a world that’s hyper-connected, where everyone and everything share data. The possibilities to turn all of that data into action and value – to create new experiences, new products and services and drive efficiencies – is what’s driving us to a faster, more intelligent world where billions of connected people, devices and things are sharing data from our cars and homes, workplaces, museums, stadiums, hospitals, factory floors and data centers – creating petabytes of data that bring new insights and actions – and where AI is used to make decisions faster and autonomously – with speed measured in nanoseconds.

We don’t stand still, we continually innovate staying ahead of the ever-changing world we live in. The HPE Global Supply Chain organization is a value driven team responsible for shipping 12 network devices, 7 TB of storage, 5 servers and 100 options every 60 seconds to over 150K customers in 70 different countries. We accelerate profitable growth, ship quality solutions while maximizing customer satisfaction and transforming our processes to outperform our competition.

Our teams strive to unleash the power of new technologies to create a transparent, intelligent, predictive global supply chain for today and the future. We offer dynamic, exciting careers that allow individuals to shape their own paths. Professional development is an important part of our career development and is ongoing with on-the-job training, structured learning programs and mentorships.

We are seeking to fill intern positions in HPE’s Global Supply Chain organization. You will be immersed in the operations of either Planning, Materials Management, Strategy and Business Operations, Manufacturing, Logistics, Engineering & Quality, or New Product Introduction, exposing you to many aspects of the business and basic supply chain functions. You will gain a unique and in-depth understanding of the business and what makes supply chain work. Specific roles and responsibilities will vary with the individual positions. You will be expected to analyze and interpret complex data, assist in implementation of transformation programs while working on solving supply chain challenges.

If you enjoy collaborating globally, utilizing data analysis to provide actionable insights, and have a passion to drive innovation, then HPE is the company to start and grow your career.

Then apply now!

We offer:
- A competitive salary and extensive social benefits
- Diverse and dynamic work environment
- Work-life balance and support for career development
- Want to know more about HPE? Then let’s stay connected!

https://www.facebook.com/HPECareers
https://twitter.com/HPE_Careers
Title: Strategic Development Analyst (2019 graduates prefer)

At Hewlett Packard Enterprise we’re creating a world where everything computes, a world that’s hyper-connected, where everyone and everything share data. The possibilities to turn all of that data into action and value – to create new experiences, new products and services and drive efficiencies – is what’s driving us to a faster, more intelligent world where billions of connected people, devices and things are sharing data from our cars and homes, workplaces, museums, stadiums, hospitals, factory floors and data centers – creating petabytes of data that bring new insights and actions – and where AI is used to make decisions faster and autonomously – with speed measured in nanoseconds.

We don’t stand still, we continually innovate staying ahead of the ever-changing world we live in. The HPE Global Supply Chain organization is a value driven team responsible for shipping 12 network devices, 7 TB of storage, 5 servers and 100 options every 60 seconds to over 150K customers in 70 different countries. We accelerate profitable growth, ship quality solutions while maximizing customer satisfaction and transforming our processes to outperform our competition.

Our teams strive to unleash the power of new technologies to create a transparent, intelligent, predictive global supply chain for today and the future. We offer dynamic, exciting careers that allow individuals to shape their own paths. Professional development is an important part of our career development and is ongoing with on-the-job training, structured learning programs and mentorships.

We are seeking to fill intern positions in HPE’s Global Supply Chain organization. You will be immersed in the operations of either Planning, Materials Management, Strategy and Business Operations, Manufacturing, Logistics, Engineering & Quality, or New Product Introduction, exposing you to many aspects of the business and basic supply chain functions. You will gain a unique and in-depth understanding of the business and what makes supply chain work. Specific roles and responsibilities will vary with the individual positions. You will be expected to analyze and interpret complex data, assist in implementation of transformation programs while working on solving supply chain challenges.

If you enjoy collaborating globally, utilizing data analysis to provide actionable insights, and have a passion to drive innovation, then HPE is the company to start and grow your career.

Then apply now!

We offer:
• A competitive salary and extensive social benefits
• Diverse and dynamic work environment
• Work-life balance and support for career development
• Want to know more about HPE? Then let’s stay connected!
https://www.facebook.com/HPECareers
https://twitter.com/HPE_Careers
3rd posting JD

Title: Software Engineer-- 1-year Intern (2020 graduates prefer)

At Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE), we live by three core values that drive our business: Partner. Innovate. Act. These values combine to help us create important work all over the world to advance how people live and work.

HPE makes Hybrid IT simple. HPE helps customers to design the right mix of Hybrid IT to serve their unique needs. We bring next generation infrastructure that uses intelligent software to simplify and accelerate the delivery of new apps, services and business insights. Providing with new ways to deliver and manage IT on-premises and in the cloud.

In a typical day as Software Engineer-- Intern, you would do
• Software utility and tools development.
• Windows and Linux Software Development.
• Server hardware & software configuration.

If you are with:
• Education: University, Computer Science or Computer Engineering major.

Technical Skill:
(Primary)
• C/C++, Python programming experience.
• Linux application development experience

(Secondary, nice to have)
• Familiar with Linux operating system
• Familiar with computer architecture
• Knowledge of data structures and algorithms

Language Skill:
TOEIC score: 750 or higher

Then apply now!

We offer:
• A competitive salary and extensive social benefits
• Diverse and dynamic work environment
• Work-life balance and support for career development
• Want to know more about HPE? Then let's stay connected!

https://www.facebook.com/HPECareers
https://twitter.com/HPE_Careers
Title: Software Engineer (2019 graduates prefer)

At Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE), we live by three core values that drive our business: Partner. Innovate. Act. These values combine to help us create important work all over the world to advance how people live and work.

HPE makes Hybrid IT simple. HPE helps customers to design the right mix of Hybrid IT to serve their unique needs. We bring next generation infrastructure that uses intelligent software to simplify and accelerate the delivery of new apps, services and business insights. Providing with new ways to deliver and manage IT on-premises and in the cloud.

In a typical day as Software Engineer-- Intern, you would do
• Software utility and tools development.
• Windows and Linux Software Development.
• Server hardware & software configuration.

If you are with:
• Education: University, Computer Science or Computer Engineering major.

Technical Skill:
(Primary)
• C/C++, Python programming experience.
• Linux application development experience

(Secondary, nice to have)
• Familiar with Linux operating system
• Familiar with computer architecture
• Knowledge of data structures and algorithms

Language Skill:
TOEIC score: 750 or higher

Then apply now!

We offer:
• A competitive salary and extensive social benefits
• Diverse and dynamic work environment
• Work-life balance and support for career development
• Want to know more about HPE? Then let's stay connected!

https://www.facebook.com/HPECareers
https://twitter.com/HPE_Careers